HOMELAND STORIES
The Aerodrome of Democracy: the Commonwealth Air Training Program in Ontario
Character Education
• Relate to the importance of historical landmarks in one’s own vicinity
• Value the impressive range of Canadian contributions on the home front during WWII
• Enrich the understanding of the advancement of women towards equality

Facts
• During WWII, The Commonwealth Air Training Plan
had 231 training sites. Canada graduated a total of
131,553 air crew many of whom were American or
from Commonwealth countries

HOMELAND MINUTES

• Infrastructure for The Plan in Canada involved building 8,300 structures of which 700 were to house airplanes; storage for 118 litres of fuel was installed; 100
sewage treatment and disposal plants, 120 water
pumping stations, 3200 km of main power lines and
861 km of underground electrical cable were put into
place

Before the Reading
• List all the small airports you know of in Ontario. Why
were such small airports built?
• How do wars boost economies in any time period?
• With women being child-bearers and mostly having
primary responsibility for child-raising, why do they
choose to work outside the home?

DEMOCRACY
OF

By June 1940, the Nazi juggernaut had quashed
Norwegian resistance. The Norwegian whaling fleet
fled to Halifax where many of its ships were converted into anti-submarine corvettes that fought in the
Battle of the Atlantic. What was left of the Norwegian
air force fled to Britain. During this time of stress, the
Norwegian government-in-exile in London was
already negotiating to lease the Toronto Island
Airport for training to re-build the Royal Norwegian
Air Force under the auspices of the Commonwealth
Air Training Plan. A training camp at the south-west
corner of Bathurst Street and Queen’s Quay officially
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• When and why did women first start to get into the
workforce?

Little Norways: proud pockets of freedom
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• The Ottawa Memorial commemorates 800 men and
women who lost their lives while serving or training with
the Air Forces of the Commonwealth in Canada, the
West Indies and the United States and who have no
known grave

Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum Mount Hope, Ontario
www.warplane.com/ | Photography Mary Cook
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• 17,038 women enlisted in the RCAF Women’s
Division most of whom supported The Plan

On December 1, 1941, the first class of the Women’s
Division (WD) of the RCAF graduated from the Havergal
Manning Depot. They had answered the call of the recruitment posters, “That Men May Fly” to assume what the
Order-in-Council stated as their function, “... to release to
heavier duties those members of the RCAF employed in
administrative, clerical and other comparable types of
service employment.” As the Havergal dormitories were in
use for male recruits, the women boarded in nearby houses often two to a bed. After six weeks of training at
Havergal, the first WD graduates headed to further training. Fifty-eight were commissioned, 10 were appointed
administrative sergeants and the remainder became corporals.
Although the range of career choices expanded rapidly in
the Women’s Division, the first WD postings were as
clerks, cooks, equipment assistants, fabric workers, hospi-

DEMOCRACY

sons before graduating to Initial Training School (ITS).
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Air Force recruits got their first
taste of army life at what were
called Manning Depots. The one
in Ontario was at Havergal
College in Toronto. As well as
medical screenings, injections,
haircuts and uniform fittings,
recruits were familiarized with
military discipline that consisted
of endless drills, weapon-han“She serves that men may fly:
Enlist today in the R.C.A.F. “ Poster dling with Lee-Enfield rifles and
WP2.R28.F5 | Artist: Ted Harris
Rare Books and Special Collections, guard duty. The recruits learned
McGill University Library
the basics of aviation, navigation, Air Force history and regulations. For recruits who
came from non-English speaking countries such as Poland,
Holland or the Czech Republic, there were language les-

Norway’s current king, Harald V, visited Little Norway
in Gravenhurst at five years of age to unveil three
new Fairchild fighter planes: Spirit of Little Norway I,
II and III. To this day, the Norwegian and Canadian
flags fly side by side at Little Norway Park in Toronto.
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Eventually 231 sites were selected and 120 training
schools constructed. Thirty-six of the training sites were in
Ontario. Britain agreed to provide $165 million worth of
equipment and the planes they did not supply came off
the assembly lines of Canada’s nascent aeronautical
industry. Training started in Canada with 70 Tiger Moths
and Fleet Finches, 720 North American Harvards, 1,368
Avro Ansons and 750 Fairey Battles.
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Nevertheless, even before King’s pen had lifted from signing the pledge, the search had begun for training school
sites across Canada. They had to be away from forests,
mountains and densely populated areas, with few obstacles
and with proximity to water, electricity, gravel deposits, rail
lines or highways, and telephone or telegraph lines.
Facilities that could be easily converted were a high priority.

opened November 10, 1940. Norwegian recruits
who had escaped from behind enemy lines and volunteers from Canada and around the world flooded
to Little Norway. Undelivered combat planes which
Norway had ordered from the US before the war
were delivered to Little Norway. That $20 million
worth of equipment was augmented by purchases of
air craft with funds from the “Wings for Norway”
campaign that received $400,000 of donations from
Nordic associations, Norwegian and Swedish expatriates, Canadians and Americans. The first Norwegian
unit went overseas to Iceland in April 1941, and the
first all-Norwegian fighter squadron with complete air
crew and ground crew went to England two months
later. In 1942 a larger Little Norway was opened
near Gravenhurst. By the end of the war, 3,000 men
had trained at the Toronto and Gravenhurst “Little
Norways”. Norwegian fighter squadrons supported
the Canadian landing at Dieppe and Normandy and
they supported North Atlantic convoys with a record
of destroying 252 enemy aircraft and five submarines. Of the 600 pilots, 270 survived the war.
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When Prime Minister W.L.M.
King signed the British
Commonwealth Air Training Plan
December 17, 1939, it was a
bold move for a 72 year old
Rt. Hon. W.L. Mackenzie King country with a population of
Signing of the British
11,267,000. According to The
Commonwealth Air Training Plan
agreement | Photo: Walter J. Plan, Canada agreed to graduTurnbull | Library Archives and
Canada | C-024696 ate 520 elementary pilots, 544
advanced pilots, 340 observers and 580 wireless operatorair gunners EACH MONTH. Considering that Canada’s
total budget in 1939 was $888.5 million, the $66,146,048
Canada paid to establish the initial training schools and
Canada’s proposed $287,179,331i share of training
costs were a huge stretch.
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tal assistants, drivers, photographers, meteorologists and
telephone operators. A year after the first class of WD
graduates from Havergal, the first female personnel were
posted to Canada’s Air Training Schools. Thousands were
to follow.
There were two Initial Training School sites in Ontario for
graduates from Havergal. The 10 week program at the
Belleville ITS was intended to make the cut for those who
would become pilots and those who would undergo train-

reflexes and skills of would-be pilots. Top scorers in mathematics were selected to train as navigators or air
observers.
Successful pilot candidates went from ITS on to Elementary
Flying Training School (EFTS) for eight weeks. Their training included 50 hours of basic aviation instruction in
planes such as the de Havilland Tiger Moth, Fleet Finch or
Fairchild Cornell. EFTS at Malton (Pearson/Toronto), Fort
William (Thunder Bay), London, Windsor, St. Catherines,
Hamilton, Goderich, St. Eugene and Oshawa further funnelled off promising pilot candidates for advanced training
at Service Flying Training Schools (SFTS).
SFTS at Borden, Uplands/Ottawa,
Brantford, Dunnville, Aylmer,
Hagersville and Kingston had
the advanced equipment for the
final phase of preparation. Pilots
received multi-engine training.
Potential fighter pilots trained on
North American Harvards while
those designated for bomber,
coastal or transport operations
trained on Avro Ansons, Cessna
Cranes or Airspeed Oxfords. The
SFTS months continued with Advanced Flying and
Operational Training. The Operational Training Units were
mostly in the UK. This multi-phased rigorous pilot training
and screening was not without hazard. In the five years

Gunnery training at Fingal involved manning the guns in a
Bolingbroke bomber set up to be a trainer to shoot paint-
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The Plan operated in Canada, 856 trainees died.

The Fingal #4 Bombing and
Gunnery School had 50 temporary buildings, a large drill hall
and six steel-framed hangars.
The Marine Section of the Fingal
Bombing and Gunnery School at
The Fingal Observer Port Stanley had bombing and
April 15, 1941 | Fingal Bombing
and Gunnery School fonds gunnery ranges along the north
R6 S6 Sh4 B1 F3
shore of Lake Erie. Those living
www.progressivebynature.com/Elgin
County/CulturalServices/Archives/ near the bombing targets at
sww/Fingal.html
Dutton, Melbourne, Frome and
Tempo were used to the big white puffs of the smoke
bombs. Flash bombs during night time practice provided
fireworks. Considering that there were 6,000 graduates
from Fingal and that each navigator or bomber trainee
dropped on average 80 bombs, that’s a lot of smoke and
fire in the homeland!ii
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Aylmer Airman, June 11, 1943.
ECVF 99/41 | www.progressivebynature.com/ElginCounty/Cultural
Services/Archives/sww/Aylmer.html

Bombing and gunnery training took six weeks but those
who were specialized as gunners had a 12 week stint that
included ground training and air firing practice.
Navigators specializing in bombing also had extra weeks
of bombing and gunnery at an establishment such as the
one at Fingal.
DEMOCRACY

Trainer was a flight simulator that ruthlessly assessed the

While pilot candidates advanced through their various
stages, the Air Observers had a 12 week course on aerial
photography, reconnaissance and air navigation. In
Ontario these AO schools were at London and Malton Air
Bases so that the observers could log a minimum of 60
hours of in air practice. Observers progressed to Bombing
and Gunnery Schools which in Ontario were in Jarvis,
London, Mountain View, Fingal and Picton. After a final
stint in Air Navigation School the Air Observers were posted overseas.

OF

mined by the Link Trainer and an interview. The Link
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cleaning and physical training with the cut being deter-
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or gunners. There were the usual classes, marching,

Three photographers getting ready to take off; from left to right: Flight Sergeant
A.D. Lang, Aircraftswomen M. Dudlyke, M. Clayborne and Jeanne Farris
National Defence Image Library, PL 20839.
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ing as navigators, observers, bombers, wireless operators

Graduates from Bombing and Gunnery Schools received
a one wing badge and were promoted to sergeant.
Navigator graduates proceeded to either Port Albert or
Hamilton for Air Navigation School to learn to navigate by
the stars and to get updated on the most recent air navigation techniques and instruments.

ing ceremony in August 1941.
Wireless Operators trained for 28 weeks. The training
included lectures in mathematics, radio theory, hygiene,
first aid, law and administration, armaments, anti-gas
work, signalling codes and procedure, visual signalling
with lamps and flags and naturally lots of drill and sports.
The Wireless School graduates went on to train in Air
Gunnery for an additional six weeks.
A former hospital in St. Thomas became a unique
Commonwealth Air Plan Training Facility. The No. 1
Technical Training School equipped to handle more than
2,000 students at a time produced skilled ground crews
for active wartime service. The six month courses, that
were eventually open to the Women’s Division, graduated
45,000 ground personnel as aircraft electricians and
aero-engine, airframe and instrument mechanics as well
as specialized fabric and sheet metal workers.
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Wireless operator/air gunners went directly from the
Manning Depot to a Wireless Training School such as the
one at Guelph. No. 4 Wireless School was established on
the grounds of the Ontario Agricultural College in 1941
with some protest by the ousted students of OAC. Sixteen
buildings were targeted for renovation for the wireless
school so that it could accommodate up to 1,200 students. The first three classes of wireless air gunners, radio
technicians and cooks marched past their commanding

officer, Wing Commander A.H.Keith Russell, at the openDEMOCRACY

ed bullets at a small parachute-like target being pulled by
another nearby aircraft. The three practice gunners could
compare their skill by the amount of their own colour on
the “drogue” or target. Air gunners had to assist navigators as well as to drop bombs accurately.

The RCAF operated Hurricanes in Canada for local
defence. Pilot candidates of The Plan transitioned from
training to operational flying with Hurricanes. The
Hawker Hurricanes and the men who flew them were
the deciding factor in The Battle of Britain. One of
every 10 Hurricane fighters used during WWII was built
on Elsie’s watch in Fort William, today’s Thunder Bay.
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A specialist in stress analysis, Elsie helped design the
first all-metal aircraft built in Canada. She designed
and tested the Maple Leaf II Trainer for pilot training. It
was Elsie’s work on the Hawker Hurricane fighter
planes, however, that earned her the nickname,
”Queen of the Hurricanes”. Elsie adapted the
Hurricane to fly in cold weather by looking over thou-

One thousand four hundred and fifty-one Hawker
Hurricanes were built by the Canadian Car and
Foundry Company in Fort William between 1939 and
1943. Elsie stated, “War effort is a man staying and
working an extra hour, or two or five hours a day. It is
the woman cutting short her noon hour to get back to
finish the job; it is someone taking home his problems
to solve them after dinner; it is someone coming back
in the evening to finish an assignment. War effort is
something, which is as microscopic in the unit as the
individual, but as mighty in the sum total as an army.”
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In a lifetime of awards and
”firsts”, Elizabeth Muriel
Gregory MacGill (1905–
1980) was the first woman to
receive an Electrical
Engineering degree in
Canada in 1927, first
Elsie Gregory MacGill woman to receive a Master’s
Library and Archives Canada
degree in Aeronautical
April 1938 | PA139429
Engineering in 1929, first
woman aircraft designer in the world in 1938, first
woman corporate member of the Engineering Institute
of Canada in 1938 and the first female Technical
Advisor to the United Nations International Civil
Aviation Organization in 1946.
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Elsie MacGill: Queen of
the Hurricanes

sands of aircraft blueprints, oversaw the manufacturing
of the tools needed for the production of the new aircraft, organized the training for hundreds of inexperienced workers to accustom them to a new airplane
assembly line, flew on all test flights and supervised the
4,500 people who built the Hurricane, half of whom
were women.
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HOMELAND MINUTES

personnel. Canadian civilian personnel in the thousands
supported The Plan. With its major contribution to the
training of air personnel for WWII, small wonder that
President Franklin D. Roosevelt called Canada “the aero-

Sources
• “Elsie MacGill, Queen of the Hurricanes”, The Maple
Leaf, National Defence and the Canadian Forces,
www.forces.gc.ca
• Mackey, Doug. “Little Norway Remembered in Royal
Visit”, Community Voices, May 24, 2002, www.pastforward.ca/perspectives/may_242002.htm
• “Queen of the Hurricanes”, Canada: a People’s
History, CBC Learning, www.cbc.ca/history
• Saxberg, Kelly, Rosies of the North, NFB 1999,
www.nfb.ca/film/rosies_of_the_north
• “The British Commonwealth Air Training Plan”,
Canada Remembers, Veterans Affairs Canada,
www.vac-acc.gc.ca
• “The British Commonwealth Air Training Plan” and
“The Royal Canadian Air Force Women’s Division”,
Juno Beach Centre, www.junobeach.org

drome of Democracy”.

• “The Women who serve that men may fly”, CBC
Digital Archives, www.archives.cbc.ca

After the Reading

• “WWII History: Number 4 Wireless School”, Milnet.ca
Forums, www.forums.milnet.ca

• List The Plan facilities in this reading that are within
161 km of where you live. What remains of them today?
• Why were Polish, Norwegian, Czech, Belgian, Dutch,

• WWII posters Rare Books and Special Collections,
McGill University Library, digital.library.mcgill.ca/warposters/english/index.htm
• www.flightontario.com/bcatp-schools.htm

Danish and Free French in Canada for air training during WWII? How would they have gotten here from
occupied Europe?
• What is most astounding about Canada taking the
lead in the Commonwealth Air Training Plan?

Audio Visual Clips
• archives.cbc.ca/war_conflict/second_world_war/
clips/5096/ “The women who serve that men may fly”
• digital.library.mcgill.ca/warposters/english/index.htm

training. Find a photo of one of these

ii There were 11 Bombing and Gunnery Schools in Canada with 32,318 RCAF
receiving bombing and gunnery training
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• List all the airplanes that were used as part of the

i The Plan ended up costing $2.2 billion of which $1.6 billion was Canada’s share.
The Canadian government cancelled Britain’s training plan debts of $424 million in
March 1946

DEMOCRACY

The Naval Fleet Air Arm of The Plan had trained 5,296

• Flight Ontario www.flightontario.ca/bcatp-schools.htm
provides a simulation program that allows you to experience what trainees of The Plan felt. Report your experiences with this simulation to your classmates
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Canadians had trained:
9,606 crew for the Royal Australian Air Force
7002 for the New Zealand Air Force and
42,110 for the Royal Air Force
a number that included:
448 Poles
677 Norwegians
800 Belgian and Dutch
900 Czechs
2,600 Free French

• Jack Wilfred Williams describes his training at the
Deseronto Air Instrument Training School for The
Memory Project www.thememoryproject.com Use this
valuable Memory Project resource to research a veteran
from The Plan that comes from a community near you
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The 72,835 RCAF graduates consisted of:
25,747 pilots
12,855 navigators
6,657 bombers
12,744 wireless operator/gunners
12,917 gunners
1,913 flight engineers. (The Flight
Engineers School in Aylmer, Ontario had
first opened in July 1944.)

• The Edenvale Aerodrome (No. 1 Relief Field for Camp
Borden) has had a fascinating history that includes
being a racetrack and a bunker. Research and write its
history or that of an aerodrome near where you live

AND

had received 159,340 trainees.

Extensions

5 READING

By the time the BCATP ended March 31, 1945, Canada

